Mission
MISSION
TRAIN AND EMPOWER FOOTBALL PLAYERS TO ACCOMPLISH THEIR DREAMS
BY PERFORMING AT HIGH LEVELS REQUIRED FOR PROFESSIONAL
OPPORTUNITIES
Player development | Showcases | Talent placement
X-Uvia Soccer Academy was established in 2013 was extracted
from the word Exuviate which is to experience change and to
renew oneself; Shedding the old to become new.
The foundation and structure of our academy is based around
the meaning and represents our brand of soccer. Our focus is
to extract the old habits and replenish its old ways with a
new brand of attractive Soccer, winning, is how we play and
not how much we score. All our members are encouraged to play
above their maximum capabilities and a sense of renewed self
confidence to achieve their realistic goals in academics and
athletics. Not all players aspire to become professionals and
so it is important to provide a platform for all our members
that best matches their ambitions.
Our members train three days a week and take part in
competitive pre-arranged matches at home and abroad. Coaches
prepare the day while players create the environment and so we
welcome Ottawa’s best kept secrets to join us on our quest to
produce the next star player right here in Ottawa.
University Private Showcase Program
University showcases are an excellent way for scouts to meet
players and a stage for players to be seen for potential
Scholarship opportunities. These events sometimes attract
perhaps too much attention, attending a soccer tryout or
showcase carries enough pressure on its own. More pressure is

added when a student athlete is to compete with players he or
she has never played with or played against. With so many
players to assess, many coaches have little time to better
assess the players quality.
With formed alliances with institutions in the US and in
Canada, we are able to organize private showcase events in the
western New York region and upstate New York where there are
more than 20 division 1 and division 2 schools that are within
a three hour drive that will encourage high ranking coaches to
attend these matches. We will focus on the American regions
closest to Ottawa/Toronto in order to give the universities
several opportunities to view our players, We offer the
program to both boys and girls at the U14 to U18 level, which
will increase the chances of our players receiving NCAA
Scholarships.
Professional ID Camps and Tours
With your help, We can build a safe pathway to guide young
athletes to the semi-professional or even professional level
of play. We are able to provide better exposure for young
players to further develop. These opportunities in Europe and
the US could play a part in providing what motivates young
athletes to become better professionals.
Coach’s Development program
Soccer is often categorized as a universal language. X-uvia
commits to actively recruit the best youth coaches from around
the world. This ensures that our members are constantly
learning various approaches towards becoming the complete
soccer player. Our Coaches will have the opportunity to work
alongside Scandinavian coaches to enhance their coaching
skills while exchanging ideas with professional clubs in
selected regions. Coaching clinics offered will delivered by
professional coaches in Scandinavia and in Ottawa.
Individual Placement Opportunity

When a player is Identified as an exceptional talent, We offer
to showcase the player to professional clubs within the region
we see fit. Our goal is to promote and offer opportunities to
as many young players in the region so that they can have the
opportunity to test their level of development against
students across the world.
Thank you for considering our proposal, for further questions
please contact us through our contact portal.
Welcome to X-uvia Soccer Academy!

